
Reduction or expansion? ‒ A bit of both. 

A case study on the development of degree modifiers 
 

Following Traugott’s (2007, 2008a,b) research on the grammaticalization of English degree 

modifiers, this paper presents a corpus study exploring the history of three very similar quan-

tifier/degree modifier constructions in German: ein bisschen ('a bitDIM'), ein wenig ('a little'), 

and Old/Middle High German ein lützel ('a littleDIM'). On the basis of data from the Middle 

High German Conceptual Database (Mittelhochdeutsche Begriffsdatenbank, MHDBDB), the 

Bonn Early New High German Corpus (Bonner Frühneuhochdeutschkorpus, FnhdC), the 

German Text Archive (Deutsches Textarchiv, DTA) and the German Reference Corpus 

(Deutsches Referenzkorpus, DeReKo), we examine to what extent these constructions fol-

lowed a grammaticalization path comparable to the one Traugott observed for their English 

counterparts (pre-partitive > partitive > quantifier > degree modifier > free adverb). Quantita-

tive analyses on the gradual context expansion (Himmelmann 2004) of these expressions are 

combined with more qualitative analyses on potential bridging contexts and bridging struc-

tures allowing for reanalysis to occur.  

The three constructions exhibit individual grammaticalization histories with markedly 

different starting points (e.g. bisschen started as a noun, wenig as an adjective). Diachronical-

ly, however, there is a reduction in individual variation and increasing similarity between the 

constructions. For instance, usage variants like mein bisschen N ‘my bit N’ or solch bisschen 

N ‘such bit N’ fall out of use, leaving ein bisschen as the default variant. In addition, our re-

sults show how ein bisschen, while originally almost exclusively modifying nouns, extended 

its domain of use to other parts of speech such as verbs and adjectives. Through these devel-

opments of reduction and expansion, the bisschen-construction becomes more similar to ein 

wenig, which probably served as a model construction. Likewise, it can be assumed that the 

development of ein wenig was strongly influenced by the older construction ein lützel.  

The combined histories of ein lützel, ein bisschen, and ein wenig suggest that the older 

constructions may have served as attractors for more recent degree modifiers. As more micro-

constructions entered into a paradigmatic relation, a mid-level quantifier/degree-modifier sub-

schema became more firmly entrenched. To the present day, there remains a systematic poly-

semy between older (quantifier) and newer (degree modifier) meanings. While ein lützel no 

longer exists in Standard German, ein bisschen and ein wenig are in frequent use and can be 

used interchangeably in most contexts. They consequently may promote the emergence of 

innovative modifiers such as eine Prise ‘a pinch of’ or ein Quäntchen ‘a quantumDIM’ via ana-

logy. These observations stress the crucial role that network links between constructions can 

play in grammaticalization processes, thus providing valuable insights into mechanisms and 

motivations driving language change. 

 

 

Corpora 

 

DeReKo    German Reference Corpus (Deutsches Referenzkorpus), available via  

COSMAS II, https://cosmas2.ids-mannheim.de/cosmas2-web/ 

DTA       German Text Archive (Deutsches Textarchiv), 

http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/ 

FnhdC Bonn Early New High German Corpus (Bonner Frühneuhochdeutschkorpus), 

http://www.korpora.org/Fnhd/ 

MHDBDB  Middle High German Conceptual Database (Mittelhochdeutsche Begriffs-

datenbank). http://mhdbdb.sbg.ac.at/ 
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